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Dedicated employee, with a passion and vision to work for an organization that 
strives for a better tomorrow while making an impact on the community. I have 
over 10 years of experience in management and leadership, with the ability to 
multi-task at a high level and work in a fast paced environment, while paying 
attention to small details, keeping the customers needs first and foremost.

APRIL 2009 – JULY 2009
OUTSIDE OPERATIONS MANAGER - ABC CORPORATION

 Ensured that the outside area around the golf shop and driving range is 
organized and clean.

 Made the schedules for the cart attendants and course ambassadors.
 Correlated the course set up every morning so that the golfers and the 

maintenance crew will not interfere with one another.
 Maintained a fleet of 70 EZ GO golf carts by ordering replacement parts and 

making sure repairs are made.
 Assisted in the coordination of department members that may include, but is 

not limited to Guest Services Attendants, Starters.
 Consistently aspired to fulfill our core Company values (Respect, Integrity, 

Passion, Teamwork, Accountability, Caring, Loyalty &amp; Trust).
 Exhibited the Sea Island Five-Star Behavior Standards with guests, members 

and co-workers.

2004 – 2009
OUTSIDE OPERATIONS MANAGER - DELTA CORPORATION

 In charge of recruiting, hiring, and laying off seasonal help each year as well as 
training each one of them.

 Created schedules each week based on the need for personnel and did so in a 
manner to run the most cost-efficient operation Maintained a golf cart .

 Worked with ownership on a day-to-day basis to improve the overall 
functionality of the club Managed the website and responsible for the 
maintaining .

 Kept track of day-to-day cart revenue and rounds played so that the club 
collected as much golf revenue as possible.

 Maintain the grounds around the clubhouse, removing trash and disposing of 
trash properly, maintaining the carts used for the golf course, help set .

 Started the season as a regular Outside Operations Associate and worked my 
way into receiving an internship, then promoted to Outside Operations .

 Skills Used Good communication, listening, understanding, operating at a fast 
pace at certain times, etc.
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EDUCATION

Associates In Business

SKILLS

Inventory Management, Customer Service, Staff Hiring, Training, Management, Vendor 
Relations, Buying Responsibilities.
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